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Abstract. Several wide-area services are increasingly relying on bottleneck bandwidth estimation tools to enhance their network performance.
Selfish hosts have, therefore, considerable incentives to fake their bandwidths in order to increase their benefit in the network. In this paper,
we address this problem and we investigate the vulnerabilities of current
bottleneck bandwidth estimation techniques in adversarial settings. We
show that finding “full-fledged” solutions for the multitude of attacks on
the end-to-end bandwidth estimation process might not be feasible in the
absence of trusted network components; we discuss solutions that make
use of such trusted components. Nevertheless, we discuss other possible
solutions that alleviate these threats without requiring trusted infrastructure support and we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposals on
PlanetLab nodes.
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1 Introduction
Bottleneck bandwidth measurements are gaining increasing importance in many
wide-area Internet systems and services including multicast trees [1], content
distribution and peer-to-peer (P2P) systems [3]. Bottleneck bandwidth refers
to the maximum throughput that a path can provide to a flow, when there is
no other competing traffic load. Recently, bottleneck bandwidth estimation has
attracted significant interest in the literature. This is mainly due to the fact that
the performance and Quality-of-Service of most Internet services are based on
their bandwidth capacities.
Several tools for bottleneck bandwidth estimation (e.g., Nettimer [4], Pathchar
[5], pchar [6], bprobe [8], pathrate [9], Sprobe [10], etc.) have been proposed and
evaluated both by simulations and empirically over a number of Internet paths.
These techniques can be mainly classified in two categories [11]: the one-packet
and the packet-pair technique. Both techniques are well understood and can
provide accurate estimates under certain conditions. In both techniques, probe
packets are exchanged between the verifier (or the sender) and the prover (or
the receiver) to extract estimates of the network bandwidth characteristics.
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To measure bandwidth in a scalable way, current bandwidth measurement
tools push the estimation functionality to the end-hosts. This renders them vulnerable to a wide range of security threats as trust is pushed to end-hosts that are
more likely to be compromised than core/edge routers. Due to the increasing reliance on bandwidth estimation in current Internet services, untrusted hosts have
considerable incentives to abuse this trust and fake their bottleneck bandwidth
claims in order to increase their advantage from these services (e.g., free-riding
in P2P networks [3]). Indeed, current measurement techniques are often at odds
with “security” when deployed in adversarial settings. A malicious host can abuse
the operation of these techniques in numerous ways to claim an inflated and/or
deflated bandwidth: an untrusted host can make use of bandwidth shapers or
can delay its probe packets to claim any bandwidth of its choice. By inflating
its bandwidth claims, an untrusted host is likely to be delegated high priority in
the network. For example, the untrusted host can be chosen as a super-peer in
a P2P network [12] or a recommended server in content distribution networks
based on the highest-capacity path. Similarly, untrusted provers might claim
lower bandwidths to reduce their contribution in the network.
While some proposals (e.g., [10], [42], etc.) recommend the deployment of bottleneck bandwidth estimation tools across Internet hosts, we argue that the easy
and accurate realization of attacks against current bottleneck bandwidth estimation techniques raises serious concerns about the suitability of their deployment.
A thorough evaluation of these techniques in adversarial settings should therefore
precede any prospective large-scale deployment.
Previous work [10], [11], [13], [14], [16], [17], [18] focused on evaluating the performance of bandwidth estimation techniques and did not address their security
vulnerabilities. In this paper, we address this problem and we analyze the major
security threats against current bottleneck bandwidth estimation techniques. We
also investigate the impact of available software – such as traffic shapers – on
the bandwidth estimation process. We demonstrate the effect, feasibility and the
accuracy of these attacks on PlanetLab nodes [43]. Another important aim of
this work is to extract relevant lessons about the security prospects of existing
bottleneck estimation techniques and to hint application designers on the choice
of a bandwidth estimation technique that better satisfies their desired level of
assurance in the measurements. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that investigates the security vulnerabilities of bandwidth measurements
in adversarial settings.
Our findings suggest that “full-fledged” solutions against the multitude of attacks on the bandwidth estimation process might not be feasible without requiring functionality from trusted network components; namely, since measurements
are conducted end-to-end, fully mitigating delay-attacks against bandwidth estimation emerges as a challenging research problem. Remote attestation by trusted
network components represents one of the few viable options to prevent such attacks. In this work, we discuss the viability and the effectiveness of this proposal
in securing bandwidth measurements. We further propose and analyze several
other solutions and heuristics that do not require any infrastructural support
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and we demonstrate that these schemes counter a large subset of attacks on
current bandwidth estimation techniques.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly overviews
current bandwidth estimation techniques. Section 3 compiles the list of security
threats against bottleneck bandwidth estimation techniques. In Section 4, we
briefly discuss a solution to thwart these attacks based on remote attestation by
trusted network components. In Section 5, we propose a set of techniques that
do not require infrastructural support and we evaluate their effectiveness on
PlanetLab nodes. In Section 6, we discuss possible insights in the design space of
secure bottleneck bandwidth measurements. We conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 Bottleneck Bandwidth Estimation
The bottleneck bandwidth Bmin of a path is the maximum rate that the path
can provide to a flow from the source to the sink. Bmin is determined by the
minimum link capacity in the path. In what follows, we outline the operation
of the two major bottleneck bandwidth estimation techniques: the one-packet
technique and the packet-pair technique.
The One-Packet Technique: The one-packet technique relies on the assumption that a packet’s traversal time across a path can be computed as the sum of
its transmission and propagation delays, as follows:
tjl = tj0 +

l−1
X
Sj
(
+ di ),
B
i
i=0

(1)

where tjl is the traversal time of packet j through l links, tj0 is the sending time
of packet j, Sj is the packet size, Bi is the bandwidth of link i and di is the
latency of link i.
Assuming that the transmission delay is linear with
respect to the packet size,
it is highly likely that
if the verifier transmits a
large number of packets of
variable size, at least one
will have negligible queuing delay, and therefore the
minimum round-trip time
(RTT) values of these packets will form a line whose
slope is the inverse of
the link bandwidth to the
prover [11]. This technique

Fig. 1. Packet-Pair technique: The temporal spacing between the packets after the bottleneck link is
inversely proportional to the bandwidth. The narrow
part of the pipe represents the bottleneck link.
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produces an estimate of the bandwidth at each hop in the path; the bottleneck bandwidth is then computed as the minimum value of the estimated link
bandwidths. Note that the one-packet technique can only measure the download
bandwidth (i.e., from the verifier to the prover). Examples of tools using the
one-packet technique are Pathchar [5] and Clink [7].
The Packet-Pair Technique: Here, the verifier sends two back-to-back large
packets of equal size to the prover. Once the prover receives these packets, it issues back its reply packet-pairs; the verifier then estimates the prover’s download
bandwidth by measuring the time dispersion between the reply packet-pairs [10].
Similarly, to estimate the prover’s upload bandwidth, the prover sends two large
packets adjacently in time to the verifier. The intuition behind the packet-pair
technique is that when two large packets of the same size are sent back-to-back,
it is highly likely that their queuing occurs at the bottleneck link of capacity
Bi . Once the bottleneck link is traversed, the temporal spacing ∆out between
the two packets remains constant (Figure 1) and is inversely proportional to the
bottleneck bandwidth [11]. Assuming FIFO queuing, the dispersion ∆max after
the packet-pair traverse H hops is as follows:
∆max = max (
i=0...H

S
S
S
)=
= ,
Bi
mini=0...H (Bi )
B

(2)

where Bi is the bandwidth of link i, S is the packet size and B is the bottleneck
bandwidth of the path.
Several implementations of the packet-pair technique exist such as Nettimer [4], Pathrate [9] and Sprobe [10].
2.1 The Need for Secure Measurements
Bottleneck bandwidth measurements have the potential to solve considerable problems in applications and areas such as network management, end-toend admission control, routing and traffic engineering [1], P2P networks, conPercentage of Malicious Hosts
tent distribution architecFig. 2. Effect of malicious hosts on the average downtures [2], etc.. Selfish hosts
load time in a multicast binary tree application. Here,
might, therefore, have con- the num. of hosts is 1000 and the resource size is 3
siderable incentives to fake MB. Each data point is averaged over 100 runs.
their bandwidth claims and
increase their profit from
these applications; by claiming higher bandwidths, selfish hosts are likely to be
assigned higher priority in the network. Alternatively, hosts might claim lower
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bandwidths to limit their contribution in the network. This renders “secure”
bandwidth measurement a crucial task nowadays.
For instance, in multicast distribution architectures, the download performance of hosts is highly affected by the organization of the nodes in the tree;
one slow peer located near the root of the tree can significantly impact the resource distribution time in the network [2]. In a prototype simulation that we
have conducted1 , we investigate the effect of selfish hosts faking their bandwidths
in an exemplary multicast binary-tree architecture. We assume a realistic bandwidth distribution amongst the nodes derived from the findings in [3]. As shown
in Figure 2, selfish hosts can considerably affect the average resource download
times in the entire network by claiming incorrect bandwidths. This effect is even
more detrimental when hosts claim higher bandwidths than they actually have;
the average download time over all peers in the network almost quadruples when
only 20% of peers over-report their bandwidths.

3 Bandwidth Manipulation Attacks
In this section, we investigate delay-based attacks along with the major security
threats against current bottleneck bandwidth estimation techniques.
3.1 System and Attacker Model
Our system consists of a verifier and a prover, connected by a network. The
verifier measures and verifies the bottleneck bandwidth of the path to an untrusted prover. Here, we assume that the verifier actively probes the prover by
issuing probe packets. The prover echoes its reply probe packets to the verifier.
The latter estimates the bandwidth of the prover by extracting packet arrival
times according to either the one-packet or the packet-pair technique. We focus on bottleneck bandwidth measurement and we assume that the application
making use of the bandwidth measurement requires that the prover cooperates
with the verifier during this process (otherwise it would be difficult to securely
estimate its bandwidth). We limit our analysis to those applications that require
an accurate estimate of the bottleneck bandwidth to the prover for their correct
operation. For instance, while bandwidth manipulation attacks can be tolerated
in BitTorrent [15], such attacks might affect the performance of the entire network in routing services, content distribution networks, multicast architectures,
etc..
We further assume that the verifier uses a high-speed connection; therefore,
its bandwidth will not affect the bottleneck bandwidth of the path to the prover.
We do acknowledge that current bandwidth estimation tools can result in rather
large estimation errors, however we assume that enough probe packets are exchanged to abstract away the effects of noisy measurements.
1

Simulation details are omitted due to lack of space.
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Fig. 3. Delay Attacks on the OnePacket technique.

Fig. 4. Maximum delay required to fake bandwidth claims in the one-packet and the packetpair technique. Bauth = 100 Mbps, the probe
size ranges from 58 bytes to 1500 bytes. The
path contains 5 link-layer hops.

Untrusted provers constitute the core of our internal attacker model; by an
untrusted prover, we refer to a host that is involved in bandwidth measurements,
however it is not trusted by the verifier to correctly execute the measurement
protocols. We assume that untrusted provers need to inflate/deflate their bandwidth claims by a considerable amount (> 200%) to increase their profit in the
network.
An external attacker Eve can equally compromise routers on the path between the verifier and the prover. By compromising routers, Eve can delay the
exchanged probes to alter the bandwidth estimated by the verifier. Eve can also
re-route probe packets through another bottleneck link to influence the conducted measurements.
3.2 Attacks on Current Techniques
Bandwidth measurement tools were developed without prior security considerations as they rely on ICMP/TCP implementations at end-hosts and do not guarantee any form of source nor destination authentication. An external attacker
can spoof the IP [26] of the prover and issue back ICMP replies on its behalf; the
measured bandwidth would be that of the attacker. The adversary could also
re-route the probes to hosts at its disposal ( [19], [20]) to claim a bandwidth of
her choice (sybil attack [27]). In what follows, we analyze the detrimental impact
of delay attacks on bottleneck bandwidth measurements.
Delay & Rushing Attacks on the One-Packet Technique: An untrusted
prover can intentionally delay its reply packets to convince the verifier of a
bandwidth claim of its choice (Figure 3). Given a set S of the variable-sized
packets used in the one-packet technique, the prover can claim lower bandwidths
Bclaimed than its genuine bandwidth Bauth by introducing a delay ∆j to all
packets j ∈ S of size Sj > Si , where i is the smallest packet in S, as follows:
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Sj − Si
RT Tj − RT Ti + ∆j
1
1
∆j = (Sj − Si ) · (
−
),
Bclaimed
Bauth

Bclaimed =

7

(3)
(4)

Here, RT Tj denotes the smallest round trip time of probe j from the verifier
to the prover. Note that the prover can equally claim a higher bandwidth by
delaying probes j ∈ S of size Sj < Sk , where k denotes the largest packet in S,
1
1
by ∆j = (Sk − Sj ) · ( Bauth
− Bclaimed
).
In Equation 4, we assume that there are no intermediate hops on the path
between the verifier and the prover. In practice, the untrusted prover has to
further take into account the delays caused by the intermediate hops. This could
be achieved by repeatedly applying Equation 4 for all link-layer hops in the
desired link as follows:

H 
X
1
1
−
) ,
(5)
(Sj − Si ) · (
∆j =
Bclaimed
Bauth
i=1
where H is the total number of link-layer hops in the measured path. Delay attacks can be very hard to detect given the unnoticeable delay that they introduce
(Figure 4). Note that this attack is not only restricted to untrusted provers; a
rogue router (compromised by Eve) can equally trick the verifier into accepting a
fake bandwidth claim by introducing appropriate delays to the packet traversal
time.
An untrusted prover can also predict the Identifier and Sequence Number 2
fields in the ICMP echo request packets and “rush” its reply by sending specially
crafted ICMP echo replies ahead of time. In this way, an attacker can claim
a smaller RTT which translates to a different bottleneck bandwidth measurement. A combination of these rushing and delay attacks could even reduce the
maximum delay ∆j that needs to be introduced to fake bandwidth claims.
Packet-Attraction & Repulsion attacks on the Packet-Pair Technique:
In current implementations of the packet-pair technique [10], the verifier sends
large back-to-back TCP SYN packets and awaits the corresponding TCP RST
packets from the prover. Assuming that the prover immediately replies to the
probe requests, this time dispersion will also be reflected in the difference of TCP
SYN packet arrival times. By intentionally delaying the second reply probe, an
untrusted prover increases the time dispersion between the packet-pairs and
consequently the verifier would assume the existence of a smaller bottleneck link
on the path to the prover. The required delay ∆ is computed as follows:
Bclaimed =

S

∆dispersion + ∆
1
1
∆=S·(
−
)
Bclaimed
Bauth

2

(6)
(7)

Generally, the Sequence Number field in the ICMP echo request is incremental and
therefore can be easily predicted.
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where ∆dispersion is the genuine dispersion between the packet-pairs, ∆ denotes
the additional delay between the packet-pairs, S is the size of the probes, Bclaimed
is the fake claimed bandwidth of the prover and Bauth is the genuine bandwidth
of the prover. As shown in Figure 4, ∆ is considerably small – even for the
largest probe size of 1500 bytes – compared to the delay required in the onepacket technique. This suggests that delay attacks are indeed more challenging to
detect in the packet-pair technique when compared to the one-packet technique
(Section 5.2).
Similarly, an untrusted prover or a rogue router can claim a smaller time
dispersion between packet-pairs and consequently a higher download bottleneck
bandwidth. The prover can delay its reply till both TCP SYN packets are received before sending its packet-pair replies with a time dispersion of its choice.
Since RST packets are typically small in size, they will not queue at the bottleneck link. In this way, the prover can successfully claim a higher bandwidth
than its genuine physical one.
At first glance, one might consider that these attacks can only be mounted
by sophisticated attackers. However, this intuition is not correct. While a sophisticated user is able to manipulate his interface to temporarily delay all reply probes, less powerful provers can cause the same effect by using bandwidth
shapers as shown in the following section.
3.3 Demonstration of Delay Attacks
In what follows, we demonstrate the feasibility of delay attacks on the onepacket and packet-pair techniques. Our findings are depicted in Figures 5 and 6.
In our plots, target bandwidth refers to the bottleneck bandwidth claimed by
an untrusted prover and measured bandwidth denotes the bottleneck bandwidth
estimate extracted by the verifier. We rely on 10 and 100 Mbps symmetric physical connections deployed on three paths: Path1 where both the verifier and
the prover hosts (running Ubuntu v. 7.04 with 1 GB of RAM) are both located
in Switzerland, Path23 where the verifier and the prover (host running Debian
with 2 GB of RAM) are located in Switzerland and Germany, respectively, and
Path3 where the verifier is located in Switzerland and the prover is located in
Illinois, USA. The prover runs RedHat Linux with 320 MB of RAM. Each data
point in our plots is averaged over 1000 measurements.
One-Packet Technique: We created a prototype tool based on Pathchar [5]
that delays the prover’s reply packets (Equation 5). We used probe sizes ranging from 58 bytes to 1514 bytes (Ethernet headers included). Our application
replaces the kernel’s TCP/IP stack by a raw socket and uses an iptable rule to
drop all replies issued by the kernel; it then sends back the reply probes with
the desired delay.
As shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(c), an untrusted prover can claim any bandwidth of its choice in the one-packet technique by appropriately introducing small
3

We were not able to conduct one-packet experiments on Path2 due to the fact that
intermediate routers were blocking the ICMP probes.
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Fig. 5. Delay attacks on the One-Packet technique.

– almost unnoticeable – delays before issuing its replies (Figure 5(b)). Given the
impact of small delays, the accuracy of the bandwidth claims can be further
increased by accounting for the prover’s PCI bus delays (Figure 5(c)).
Packet-Pair Technique: We demonstrate delay attacks on Sprobe [10] using
an application that modifies the prover’s networking interface and an open-source
traffic shaper.
The cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the conducted measurements
(Figure 6(a)) suggests that these attacks – whether originating from a modified
application or from bandwidth shapers – are almost statistically indistinguishable at the verifier’s side from authentic bandwidth measurements, which renders
them very hard to detect.
Our analysis in Section 3.2 is further validated in Figure 6(b). Indeed, the
prover can claim a bandwidth of its choice irrespective of its actual physical
download bottleneck4 . These attacks can be equally achieved by bandwidth
shapers (Figure 6(b)). We further investigate the effect of bandwidth shapers
on bandwidth estimation in Section 5.2.

4 Trusted Infrastructure Support for Bandwidth
Measurement
To the best of our knowledge, it is hard, if not impossible, for the verifier to fully
ensure that the remote provers did not intentionally introduce delays before issuing their replies. Although some schemes were proposed in the scope of securing
link quality measurement [40] and RTT measurements [41], they assume that the
prover does not have incentives to mount delay-based attacks; this is not the case
in bandwidth estimation scenarios. An intuitive solution to thwart this problem
4

Note that Path2 featured considerable cross-traffic during the measurements, which
explains the estimate errors in the plots.
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Fig. 6. Delay attacks on the Packet-Pair technique.

is to use tamper-resistant hardware [39] to prevent hosts from tampering with
their network interface. However, this hardware comes at a high cost.
Remote attestation by trusted network components emerges as one of the few
workable alternatives to fully securing bottleneck bandwidth measurements. In
what follows, we briefly outline a scheme that makes use of trusted edge-routers
and we show that our solution effectively mitigates delay attacks against bandwidth estimation. In Section 5, we discuss several other alternatives to partially
alleviate these attacks without requiring infrastructural support.
As shown in Figure 7, we assume
in our analysis that the bottleneck
links reside between the outer-most
edge-routers and the end-hosts. Sample experiments on PlanetLab [43]
nodes confirm that this is a reasonable
assumption. We further assume that
edge-routers are trusted by all entities
and can timestamp, generate and authenticate packets.
Our scheme for securing bottle- Fig. 7. Bottleneck bandwidth measureneck bandwidth measurements un- ments using trusted edge routers.
folds as follows: when the verifier
wishes to measure the bottleneck
bandwidth of the path to a prover, it
sends along that path a request packet containing the IP address of the prover
and the type of bandwidth measurement of interest (upload and/or download).
Upon reception of the latter packet, the edge-router connected to the prover
measures the capacity of the bottleneck link it shares with the prover and sends
its measurement results to the verifier. The verifier can validate the authenticity
of the measurement results since they come enclosed with the signature of the
edge-router. The edge-router estimates the bottleneck bandwidth of the link it
shares with the prover as follows:
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- Upload Bandwidth Measurement: Similar to the packet-pair technique,
the prover sends two large back-to-back packets to the edge-router. Since the
latter is located on the other side of the bottleneck link, it can verify that no
additional delay ∆ (Equation 7) was introduced between the packet-pairs (the
edge-router measures the time delay between the last bit of the first packet and
the first bit of the second packet is negligible). By doing so, the edge-router
is certain that both packets queued at the bottleneck link. It then measures
the time dispersion between the packets to estimate the bottleneck link of the
path to the prover according to the packet-pair technique.
- Download Bandwidth Measurement: To measure the downlink bottleneck
of the prover, the edge-router can estimate the time it needs to upload a packetpair on the path to the prover. Since the bottleneck link is shared by both the
prover and the edge-router and assuming a high transmission rate, the latter’s
upload throughput corresponds to the download capacity5 of the bottleneck
link.

5 “Best-Effort” Solutions for Current Bandwidth
Estimation Techniques
In Section 4, we showed that by relying on trusted network components, security threats against bottleneck bandwidth measurements can be fully mitigated.
Given the current architecture of the Internet, we do acknowledge, nevertheless,
that relying on trusted infrastructure might constitute a rather “bulky” proposal
nowadays. In this section, we discuss and evaluate several other “best-effort”
countermeasures that do not require trusted infrastructure support.
5.1 Mitigating Spoofing & Rushing Attacks
Bottleneck bandwidth measurement tools can make use of lightweight authentication protocols to counter impersonation attacks. Furthermore, the verifier
can use pseudo-random functions to generate its request probes such that they
cannot be predicted by the provers and require that the reply probes are correlated in content to its request probes. Alternatively, the verifier can make use of
distance bounding protocols [30] or can require that the prover authenticates the
received pseudo-random probes using a shared key. Thus, the probability that
the prover correctly rushes its replies before receiving the request probes can be
made satisfactorily negligible (O(2−k ) for k-bit probes).
Note that the time required to authenticate each request probe is negligible
compared to the probes’ propagation times. For example, the time required to
encrypt a 1500 bytes message with a 256 bit key using the AES implementation
in the Crypto++ library on an Intel Core 2 1.83 GHz processor running Windows XP is 19 µs [21]. We implemented a variant of the Sprobe tool [10] in which
5

Note that the edge-router can estimate the full capacity of the bottleneck link since
it can ensure that no downlink traffic is present at the time of the measurements.
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the prover is required to encrypt (using AES) the request probes and we have
conducted sample bandwidth measurements on Paths 1 and 2 using this application. Our findings in Figure 8 show that the accuracy of the measurements is
preserved, which makes AES-based authentication suitable for integration within
current bandwidth estimation techniques.
5.2 Alleviating Delay Attacks
In what follows, we discuss some techniques to alleviate delay attacks on bandwidth estimation.
1) Mitigating Bandwidth Inflation Attacks in the Packet-Pair Technique: Given large probe sizes, the packet-pair technique ensures that the upper
bound on the upload bandwidth that an untrusted prover can claim is bounded
by its physical bottleneck bandwidth. This is depicted in Figure 9. In fact, the
lower bound on the time dispersion between large packet-pairs is determined by
the queuing on the bottleneck link. Even if the untrusted prover manipulates
the transmission times of its reply probes, they will queue at the bottleneck link
with high probability. Given this, the only viable strategy to claim a higher bandwidth would be to send each of the packet-pairs using different paths. However,
this requires accurate knowledge of the network status; in practice, the attacker
will only succeed with negligible probability. Note that an untrusted prover can
also distribute its authentication credentials to other hosts under its control. In
this case, the upper limit on the claimed bandwidth is bounded by the highest
physical bandwidth of all the compromised hosts.
2) “Reference” Round-Trip Times: Theoretically, delay attacks can be alleviated if the verifier knows an estimate of the RTT to the prover. The verifier
can acquire RTT estimates via offline measurements or from online servers that
perform RTT measurements around the globe (e.g., [31]).
For instance, in the one-packet technique, if the verifier knows a reference
RTT for a median-size probe packet in the set S of the variable probe sizes, then
the bandwidth range that a prover can claim is bounded by the accuracy ǫ of
the estimated reference RTT as follows:
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(a) ǫ = 5 ms.

(b) ǫ = 5 ms.

(c) ǫ = 10 ms.
Fig. 10. Range of achievable bandwidth claims for ǫ = 5 ms and ǫ = 10 ms. The dark
and light areas represent the achievable claims in the one-packet technique and the
packet-pair technique, respectively.

Bauth × (Sj − Si )
Bauth × (Sk − Sj )
≤ Bclaimed ≤
,
ǫ · Bauth + (Sj − Si )
(Sk − Sj ) − ǫ · Bauth

where Bclaimed is the bandwidth claimed by the untrusted prover, Bauth is the
genuine bottleneck bandwidth on the prover’s side, Si is the size of the smallest
probe packet used in the variable-size probing set S and Sk is the size of the
largest probe packet in S.
Similarly, in the packet-pair technique, the download bandwidth that an untrusted prover can claim is equally bounded by the accuracy ǫ of the estimated
RTT:
S
S
≤ Bclaimed ≤
,
∆dispersion + ǫ
∆dispersion − ǫ

where S is the request probe packet size, ∆dispersion is the time dispersion between the request probe packet-pairs originating at the bottleneck link and ǫ is
the acceptable deviation in time from the reference RTT.
We investigate the benefits of this approach in Figure 10 for estimation errors ǫ = 5 ms and ǫ = 10 ms from the reference RTT. Given the variability of
RTTs in current networks and the error ǫ in estimating the reference RTT, this
technique can only limit the range of false claims (within 20 % of the genuine
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bandwidth6 ) in the case where the genuine bottleneck bandwidths are modest
(typically < 10 Mbps). Our findings also show that this technique is not wellsuited to upper-bound fake bandwidth claims in the packet-pair technique. This
is due to the fact that the time dispersion between packets ∆dispersion is comparable to typical values of ǫ, even when dealing with small bandwidths. It can,
however, significantly lower-bound the claims of modest-bandwidth hosts.
3) Detecting Bandwidth Shapers in the Packet-Pair Technique: Bandwidth and traffic shapers (e.g., NetLimiter [28], NetEqualizer [29], HTB [32])
provide a simple mechanism to limit the amount of data a host transmits and
accepts by delaying incoming and outgoing packets to match a specified rate
limit. Due to their mode of operation, bandwidth shapers cannot alter the measurements conducted by the one-packet technique since they cannot limit the rate
at which individual probe packets are sent. However, they present themselves as
effortless routines to conduct delay attacks on the packet-pair technique. We
implemented a prototype shaper script on the prover’s side and we studied its
impact on the Sprobe tool [10]. Our script uses iptable rules and the HTB traffic
shaper [32] to throttle the bandwidth of the prover on the fly. We have also
conducted upload bandwidth measurements on Sprobe using NetLimiter [28]
running on a Windows XP kernel. Our measurements were conducted on Path
1 (refer to Section 3.3).
Our findings in Figure 11 suggest that current implementations of bandwidth
shapers allow a verifier to detect their deployment on the prover’s side. In fact,
bandwidth shapers can only receive, store, and release packets whenever a system
timer interrupt occurs [32]. This suggests that the maximum rate at which a
pair of packets can be sent is bounded by the timer frequency of the underlying
operating system: Bmax = S · Fsys , where Bmax is the maximum achievable
bandwidth claim, S is the packet size and Fsys is the system timer frequency.
Furthermore, the achievable time dispersions between a packet-pair Tnominal
are inversely proportional to the system timer frequency Fsys . The achievable
bandwidth claims are therefore computed as follows:
Bclaimed =

S · Fsys
, ∀i ∈ N∗ ,
i

(8)

which explains the step-wise curves obtained in Figure 11. In most Linux systems, it is however possible to increase the system frequency through kernel
re-compilation. As shown in Figure 11(a), a prover can achieve a higher upper
bound on the claimed bandwidth by re-compiling its kernel to operate at a higher
timer frequency.
By comparing the time dispersions of the reply packet-pairs with Tnominal
for typical system frequencies, a verifier can suspect the presence of bandwidth
shapers on the provers’ side and can rule out the resulting estimate. This is
especially true for small bandwidths (Figure 12).
6

This is rather acceptable compared to the estimation errors resulting from current
bandwidth estimation tools.
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Fig. 12. Achievable bandwidth claims by traffic shapers in the packet-pair technique.
A spike at value X indicates that bandwidth X can be achieved.

We validate this claim via extensive measurements on 200 PlanetLab provers.
To truthfully represent Internet nodes, we chose the PlanetLab nodes whose
bandwidth distribution follows the distribution in the current Internet [38]. In
accordance with the findings in [3], we assume that 40 % of the provers are
selfish and make use of bandwidth shapers to vary their bandwidth claims over
time. Untrusted provers can claim both higher (inflate) or lower (deflate) bandwidths by factors ranging from 1 to 10; as suggested in [3], we assume that
high-bandwidth provers claim higher bandwidths with probability 0.1 and lower
bandwidths with probability 0.9. Low-bandwidth provers claim higher bandwidth capabilities with probability 0.9.
In our experiments, we compute the median Bmed of the measured bandwidths (typically 10 packet-pairs to remove noisy measurements) and we compare it to the closest bandwidth that a shaper can achieve Bmin as follows: we
assume a normal distribution7 around Bmin and we compute the probability P
that Bmed is within a threshold number of standard deviations (n · σ) of Bmin :
P =

1
√
σ π

Z

Bmin +nσ

e−

(x−Bmin )2
2σ 2

,

(9)

Bmin −nσ

Our results are illustrated in Figure 13; a significant fraction (76 %) of provers
that use bandwidth shapers were correctly identified, which confirms the feasibility of bandwidth shaper detection in the packet-pair technique. Since the
granularity of bandwidths that a bandwidth shaper can produce is small for low
7

Experimental results conducted on 200 different Internet paths confirm this assumption.
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Fig. 13. Bandwidth Shaper Detection conducted on 200 different PlanetLab hosts.

bandwidths, it can emulate a large number of low bandwidths (Figure 12). Given
this, and in the presence of cross-traffic, the claims of low-bandwidth provers
(e.g., modem users) can be easily mis-judged to be originating from bandwidth
shapers. This explains the false negatives obtained in identifying honest provers.
Note that some Linux built-in traffic shapers (Linux kernel v. 2.6.23) do not
rely on system timer interrupts. Thus, other techniques will be needed to detect
them in the future. Windows-based shapers (e.g., NetLimiter [28]) can, however,
still be detected using the aforementioned method.

Measured Bandwidth (Mbps)

4) Verifying Bandwidth Capability: The
block transfer method is a conventional mean
to measure the available bandwidth (the un1.2
used capacity) of a path. Here, the verifier asks
1
the prover to download/upload a full block of
0.8
data and computes the data transfer rate to
0.6
estimate the residual bandwidth of the path
0.4
to the prover. Several applications make use of
0.2
this technique to estimate the available bandwidth of a path (e.g., BitTorrent [15]). In the
0
10
100
1000
Block size (KB)
block transfer method, the upper bound on
DSL connection, upstream direction, max.
the claimed bandwidth is guaranteed to match
DSL connection, upstream direction, mean
the genuine bottleneck bandwidth. This allows the verifier to identify whether the bot- Fig. 14. Tradeoffs in the Blocktleneck bandwidth claimed by the prover can Transfer method.
be achieved in practice. However, this solution
incurs significant overhead in the network and depends on the traffic load in
the path. Nevertheless, our findings suggest the existence of a potential tradeoff with respect to the required data transfer size. We conducted block transfer
measurements from a high-speed verifier to a prover connected to the Internet
by a 0.8 Mbps upload connection. Figure 14 depicts the tradeoff between the
size of the transfer block and the accuracy of the bandwidth estimated by the
verifier. Indeed, even blocks of moderate size (50-100 KB) result in an indicative
bandwidth estimate, which might justify the use of this method to filter out
suspicious bandwidth claims.
5) Reverse-Resolve DNS Names: By resolving a prover’s IP address into
its Domain Name Server (DNS), the verifier might deduce the prover’s type
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Fig. 16. Detection Results on 200 PlanetLab Nodes.

of Internet connection and detect false bandwidth claims. For example, if the
prover’s DNS name contains the string “dsl”, it is highly likely that it has a DSL
Internet connection [10]. We evaluated the viability of this proposal through
extensive experiments on 1,000,000 randomly chosen IPs. We classified the obtained DNS names depending on whether they contain the strings: “dsl”, “cable”,
“dial”, “isdn”, “WLAN” and “T1” or “T3”. Our findings indicate that 34 % of the
IPs leak their host’s bandwidth information8 (Figure 15). This information can
be used by the verifier to detect discrepancies in the measured bandwidth. For instance, if the verifier measures a 5 Mbps download bandwidth while the prover’s
DNS name is “smartuser.dialup.com”, then it is highly likely that there was an
attack on bandwidth estimation.
6) Additional Heuristics: Statistical outlier detection [22], [23], [24] can also
be used to prevent untrusted hosts from faking their bandwidth claims. Using
outlier detection methods, correlations between different measurements can be
identified and discrepancies can be detected. Furthermore, it is often the case that
various performance metrics implicitly exhibit well-defined correlations [22], [44],
which might allow the verifier to detect inconsistencies. For example, it is unlikely
that a host having a 5 Mbps download bandwidth will have a 10 Mbps upload
bandwidth.
To evaluate the viability of this proposal, we refined the PlanetLab experiment described in Section 5.2-2. We assume that a dedicated server periodically
monitors the bandwidth claims of hosts and keeps history of the recorded measurements. We consider the following setting: 20 % of the hosts modify their
networking interface to fake their bandwidth claims, 20 % of the hosts make
use of bandwidth shapers and the remaining 60 % are “honest” hosts. We use
a combination of bandwidth shaping detection (described earlier) and outlier
detection based on the Z-score test to identify malicious hosts that fake their
bandwidth claims.
√
n(X − µ)
,
(10)
Z=
σ
8

Our results could be further improved given better knowledge of the local providers
specific to each country (e.g., AT&T for DSL in the USA).
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Here, n is the number of measurements per host, µ is their mean and σ is
the standard deviation from the mean. If the P-value of the Z-score is above a
threshold value (0.05), the host is considered to be malicious.
Our findings (Table 16) suggest almost 75 % of the fake claims were successfully detected; most of those detections correspond to provers that use bandwidth
shapers and/or that vary their bandwidth claims over time. Larger detection
rates could be achieved by incorporating additional techniques, such as reverseresolve DNS names and reputation-based approaches [33], [34], [36], [37] in the
detection process. In the latter approach, each host can be associated with a
reputation value that indicates how trustworthy it is. Interacting hosts measure
their respective bandwidth and form an opinion about each other. Malicious
hosts, claiming incorrect bandwidths or varying their bandwidth claims, will
be associated with low reputation values and, therefore, will not be chosen in
subsequent interactions.

6 Discussion and Outlook
A great deal of lessons can be extracted from the operation of current bottleneck
bandwidth estimation tools. We therefore hope that our findings hint application
designers on the design of secure bandwidth measurement tools:
“Security” Features of Current Techniques: Till recently, the accuracy and
the overhead of bandwidth estimation techniques have highly influenced the decision of application designers to choose a certain estimation technique (e.g.,
one-packet, packet-pair) given the requirements of their applications [10], [11].
However, “security” is another important factor that needs to be taken into account to ensure consistent bandwidth measurements. Although the design of
current techniques cannot give “clear-cut” security guarantees, our findings suggest that some techniques are likely to perform better than others in different
adversarial settings. On one hand, the packet-pair technique cannot prevent untrusted provers from inflating nor deflating their download bandwidth claims.
Although it can successfully deflate its upload bandwidth, an untrusted prover
cannot inflate its upload bandwidth claims given large probes in the packet-pair
technique. An important observation here is that bandwidth deflation/inflation
attacks on the packet-pair technique can be achieved by bandwidth shapers, and
thus can be easily realized by untrusted provers. On the other hand, delay attacks
on the one-packet technique require more sophisticated users, capable of altering
their networking interface, since bandwidth shapers cannot affect the measurements in the one-packet technique. Fortunately, bandwidth manipulation attacks
mounted by modest-bandwidth provers might be successfully mitigated in both
techniques (with the exception of download bandwidth inflation attacks) if the
verifier knows an estimate of the RTT to the prover.
Active & Cooperative Measurements: Some previous work [10] argues that
bandwidth estimation tools should be designed to work in uncooperative envi-
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ronments in order to scale to a large number of hosts. Although this is indeed
a desirable property, we find support for uncooperative environments rather unrealistic. In fact, with the proliferation of “de-facto” security applications, such
as home firewalls, probing techniques based on uncooperative TCP/UDP and
ICMP functionality find less applicability in the near future as they are likely to
be considered hostile by the end-hosts. Some routers already filter ICMP packets due to their potential malevolent use [11]. Therefore, support for cooperative
measurements is inevitable in the near-future [10]. Furthermore, end-to-end security would impair the use of bandwidth monitoring tools in passive and uncooperative environments as it involves active end-host cooperation for source authentication; cooperative environments present themselves as vital “playgrounds”
for secure end-to-end bandwidth monitoring in the current Internet.
Network Measurements as “First Class Citizens”: Current measurement
tools do not take into account the impact of untrusted hosts on bandwidth measurements. Given the current trends in designing a “clean-slate” future Internet,
our findings indirectly motivate the need for a secure next-generation Internet.
Since network measurements are gaining paramount importance in monitoring
the performance of the Internet, secure infrastructural support for network measurements becomes rather a necessity. As shown in Section 4, by pushing functionality from end-hosts back to dedicated and trusted network components,
several security threats can be eliminated. Performance “awareness” is another
desirable design property for next-generation Internet. Dedicated network components could in the future construct and store bandwidth and latency “maps”
of Internet hosts. This would indeed eliminate the need for active probing-based
end-to-end insecure measurement tools.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we analyzed and demonstrated the major security vulnerabilities
of current bottleneck bandwidth estimation techniques. Given the increasing
reliance on bandwidth estimation tools in current Internet services, these vulnerabilities might affect the performance of all the applications that make use
of these tools. Another important aim of this work is to extract relevant lessons
about the security prospects of existing bottleneck estimation techniques and
to hint application designers on the choice of a bandwidth estimation technique
that better suits their applications. Our findings suggest that it is very hard,
if not impossible, to fully counter all security challenges against existing tools
without requiring functionality from trusted network components. More specifically, delay attacks pose serious challenges to the consistency of bandwidth
measurements. Nevertheless, we proposed other possible solutions and heuristics
– that do not require infrastructural support – to mitigate attacks on existing
tools and we showed via extensive measurements on PlanetLab nodes that they
can alleviate a significant fraction of attacks on current bottleneck bandwidth
measurement techniques.
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